Year-End Awards Reception
April 18, 2017
2016-2017 Highlights of IAC Leadership and Achievements
2016-2017 HIGHLIGHTS

• Increase in Undergraduate Enrollment
FOND FAREWELL

• Jamie Kazenstein

Ivan Allen College Dean’s Office
Enrollment and Student Affairs
2016-2017 Highlights

Newly Tenured Faculty:

- **Osvaldo Cleger**
  ML

- **Shatakshie Dhongde**
  Econ

- **Karen Head**
  LMC

- **Chris Le Dantec**
  LMC

- **Juan Moreno-Cruz**
  Econ

- **Jennifer Singh**
  HSOC

- **Michael Wiedorn**
  ML
2016-2017 Highlights

New Ivan Allen College Staff Members:

- Janice Russell, Director of HR and Finance
- Erin Greene, Development Associate
- Inetta Worthy, Administrative Manager I in HSOC
- Melissa Duncan, Senior Grants Administrator
IVAN ALLEN COLLEGE
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE
AWARDS
Distinguished Service by Staff in Administrative Services

- **Elizabeth Hyman**  
  *School of Public Policy*

- **Fariah Majmundar**  
  *School of Modern Languages*
Distinguished Service by Staff in Student Services

• Jillann Hertel
  School of Literature, Media, and Communication
Distinguished Service by Staff in Administrative Services

- Joanna Jeskova
  Dean’s Office
IVAN ALLEN COLLEGE AND GEORGIA TECH DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARDS
DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARDS

• Non-Tenure Track Faculty Award:

Alice Favero
PP
DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARDS

• Tenure Track Faculty Award:

Jenna Jordan
INTA
DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARDS

• CTL/BP Junior Faculty Teaching Excellence Award

Nassim Jafarinaimi
LMC

Jenna Jordan
INTA

• Innovation in Co-curricular Education Award

Jillann Hertel
LMC
DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARDS

• CTL’s Inaugural Cohort of Provost’s Teaching and Learning Fellows

Richard Barke, Shatakshee Dhongde, and Michael Wiedorn
Public Policy, Economics, and Modern Languages
FACULTY RESEARCHER AWARDS
RESEARCH AWARDS

• **Gold Star 1:**

  **Fellowships:**
  • Mariel Borowitz
  • Stuart Goldberg

  **Grants:**
  • Mikhail Klimenko
  • Willie Pearson
RESEARCH AWARDS

- **Gold Star 2:**
  - Michael Hoffman
  - Michael Nitsche
  - Mark Zachary Taylor
  - John Walsh
RESEARCH AWARDS

**Million Dollar Club:**
- Ian Bogost
- Danny Boston
- Marilyn Brown
- Carl DiSalvo
- Ute Fischer
- Vicki Galloway
- Sy Goodman
- Chris Le Dantec
- Brian Magerko
- Julia Melkers
- Helena Mitchell
- Phil Shapira
- Adam Stulberg
Ivan Allen College
Dean’s Awards
DEAN’S AWARD

Distinguished Faculty Researcher

Mary Frank Fox
Public Policy
Distinguished Service Award

Thomas Lux
LMC: Poetry@Tech
KEEP CALM AND BUZZ ON